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Rayleigh backscattering (RB) is an intrinsic phenomenon when light propagating in fiber and its level is fixed by
the fiber type and the network configuration used. Thus, RB noise would be one of the major impairments in a
carrier distributed passive optical network (PON). Previously demonstrated carrier suppressed subcarrier-
amplitude modulated phase shift keying (CSS-AMPSK) modulation may be useful to effectively mitigate the RB
noise. However, thismodulation is basically a carrier suppressed double sidebandsmodulation (CS-DSB) format,
in which the same information is carried by the two sidebands with equal magnitude. This is not very power-
efficient for PON. Here, we further extend our RB studies by using carrier suppressed single sideband non-return-
to-zero (CS-SSB-NRZ)modulation.We experimentally characterize the CS-SSB-NRZmodulationwhen subjected
to both contributions of RB: Carrier-RB and Signal-RB. Then, numerical simulations are performed, and the results
are in good match with the experiment. Finally, upstream transmission experiment is performed showing the
feasibility of using the CS-SSB-NRZ signal for the carrier distributed PON. The RB performance of the SSB-NRZ
signals transmitted at different distances and driven at different radio-frequency (RF) fs is also investigated.
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1. Introduction

Due to the ever-increasing popularity of the Internet and the rapid
development of the performances of digital electronics and computers,
the bandwidth demand by an individual user will keep on increasing in
the near future. The most promising technology to provide broadband
delivery is the optical access network, such as passive optical network
(PON). PON is very cost-effective, since the network is shared by many
users. Recently,wavelength divisionmultiplexed (WDM)-PONand long
reach (LR) PONs with centrally distributed light sources and colorless
reflective optical networking units (RONUs) [1–4] have attracted much
attention. However,when using a single opticalfiber to reach theRONU,
the distributed continuouswave (CW)carrier andupstreamsignalmust
share the same path; and the upstream signal will suffer from
impairment generated by Rayleigh backscattering (RB) [5,6]. Several
methods have been proposed to mitigate the impact of RB in a carrier
distributed PON, including using advanced modulation format [7],
wavelength shifting [8] and phase-modulation-induced spectral broad-
ening [9,10]. Recently, we have shown that the carrier suppressed
subcarrier-amplitude modulated phase shift keying (CSS-AMPSK)
modulation can be useful to effectively mitigate the RB noise. However,
this modulation is basically a carrier suppressed double sidebands
modulation (CS-DSB) format, in which the same information is carried
by the two sidebands with equal magnitude. This is not very power-
efficient for the power budget sensitive PON, since half of the upstream
power will be filtered out (removed) by the head-end offset arrayed
waveguide grating (AWG).

Here, we further extend our RB studies by using carrier suppressed
single sideband non-return-to-zero (CS-SSB-NRZ) modulation. In this
scheme, only a single feeder fiber is required hence additional feeder
fiber is not required when compared with ref. [4]. Besides, the
upstream signal is only in simple NRZ format; hence, demodulation is
not required when compared with ref. [11]. By using CS-SSB-NRZ
modulation, spectral overlap between the CW carrier and the
upstream signal can be reduced, hence reducing the interferometric
beat noise falling within the head-end office (HO) receiver (Rx)
bandwidth. We experimentally characterize the CS-SSB-NRZ modu-
lation when subjected to both contributions of RB: Carrier-RB and
Signal-RB. Results show that the CS-SSB-NRZ has negative penalty
when compared to NRZ. Besides, numerical simulations are per-
formed, and the results are in good agreement with the experiment.
Finally, upstream transmission experiment is performed showing the
feasibility of using the CS-SSB-NRZ for the LR-PON. Results show that
the RB tolerance in our proposed scheme is better than the traditional
NRZ scheme. The RB performance of the SSB-NRZ signals transmitted
at different distances and driven at different radio-frequency (RF) fs is
also investigated.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of RB contributions in a carrier distributed PON.
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2. Analysis of Rayleigh backscattering

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of a carrier distributed PON. The
CW source distributed from the HO and pass through a single drop
fiber towards the RONU. The CW source is used as the seeding light for
the reflective modulator to generate the upstream signal in the RONU.
Due to the intrinsic phenomenon in fiber propagation, there are two
contributions to RB which beat with the upstream signals to generate
interferometric noise at the Rx inside the HO. The Carrier-RB is
generated by the CW carrier sending to the RONU. The Signal-RB is
generated by the upstream modulated data signals, remodulated by
the RONU and transmitted upwards together with the upstream
signals to the Rx at the HO. The two interferometric RB noises are
different due to the different optical spectra of the Carrier-RB and the
double modulated Signal-RB.
Fig. 2. Experimental setup to emulate (a) Carrier-RB and (b) Signal-RB. CW: continuous w
PM: power meter. Insets: (left) CS-SSB modulator; MOD1: dual-drive MZM, MOD2: single-d
Fig. 2 shows the experimental setups used to investigate the RB
tolerance of the CS-SSB-NRZ signal in our proposed scheme, which
emulates the impairment of a real PON architecture by producing two
interfering signals in the two paths of an interferometer. The left inset of
Fig. 2 shows the structure of CS-SSB modulator. In the proof-of-concept
experiment, we used a dual-arm Mach–Zehnder modulator (MZM)
(MOD1) to produce the CS-SSB optical signal, and we used a single-arm
MZM (MOD2) to encode the NRZ data. In implementation, using
polarization insensitive semiconductor-based MZM [12] or using a
single dual-parallel modulator to generate the CS-SSB-NRZ signal [13]
can be practical. The MOD1 was driven in-phase and quadrature-phase
by an electrical sinusoidal signal at frequency fs=8 GHz (with power
of +22 dBm) generated by a radio frequency (RF) signal synthesizer.
The dual-arm MZM was driven in-phase and quadrature-phase to its
two electrodes to cancel the frequency components of one of the
ave, VOA: variable optical attenuator, CP: optical coupler, PC: polarization controller,
rive MZM, PS: phase shifter, (right) Rx architecture; AWG: arrayed waveguide grating.
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sidebands. The driving voltage was increased to suppress the center
wavelength, i.e. the zero-order of the Bessel function J0(β)=0, where
the modulation index β=2.4. Detail description about the SSB
generation is reported in [8]. The generated CS-SSB carrier was then
encodedby theMOD2with a2.5 Gb/sNRZdata atpseudo randombinary
sequence (PRBS) 231–1.

For the analysis of Carrier-RB, as shown in Fig. 2(a), a CW carrier
generated by a distributed feedback (DFB) laser with λ=1549.08 nm
and output power of 6 dBm was split into two paths by a 3-dB optical
coupler (CP). The Carrier-RB was produced by the CW carrier, which
was injected into a 25 kmstandard singlemodefiber (SMF) in theupper
arm. The SMF was terminated by an angled connector. The data signal
was produced in the lower arm by the CS-SSB modulator. In the lower
arm, a variable optical attenuator (VOA) was used to change the signal
power; this then changed the power ratios between the optical data
signal and Rayleigh noise. We defined this figure of merit as optical
signal to Rayleigh noise ratio (OSRNR), which is defined as the ratio of
total signal power to the total RB power at the input to the HO (point
“A”). To produce the worst case of signal beating, the polarization
controllers (PC1 and PC2) were used to make the two signals co-
polarized before being combined in the CP. A power meter (PM) was
used to monitor the two signals at the output port of the CP. In another
port of the CP, Carrier-RB and the upstream signal were both launched
into an optically pre-amplified receiver (Rx) as shown in right inset of
Fig. 2. The Rx consists of an erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), a
tuneable bandpass filter (TBF) (3-dB width of 50 GHz) and a PIN
Fig. 3. (a) Carrier-RB(CB)(b)Signal-RB(SB)performanceatdifferentOSRNRsofCS-SSB-NRZ
modulation when compared to conventional NRZ format performed by experiment and
simulation. Insets are the corresponding eye diagrams at OSRNR=25 dB.
photodiode (bandwidth of 3 GHz). For the Signal-RB analysis, the CW
source was firstly modulated by the CS-SSB modulator to emulate the
modulatedupstreamsignal in a real PONand then split by a 3-dBCP. The
Signal-RB was generated in the upper arm in Fig. 2(b), where the
backscattered light from the SMF was re-modulated by another CS-SSB
modulator. The Signal-RB fromupper arm and the upstream signal from
lower arm were combined by a CP and launched into the same Rx as
described before.

Figs. 3(a) and (b) shows the Rx sensitivity penalties for a bit error
rate (BER) of 10−9 measured in the experiments. Numerical
simulation using VPI Transmission Maker V7.5 were also used to
confirm the experimental results. The corresponding eye diagrams at
OSRNR of 25 dB were also shown as the insets. The RB performance
depends on the interferometric beat noise falling within the Rx
bandwidth. For NRZ signal, even relatively low levels of RB can
degrade the BER due to the complete spectral overlap between
upstream signal and RB components. The CS-SSB-NRZ modulation
improves the OSRNR by 6 and 3.5-dB in the Carrier-RB and Signal-RB
cases, respectively, at 1-dB power penalty when compare to the
conventional NRZ signal. Besides, the result also shows that the
Carrier-RB performance of the CS-SSB-NRZ modulation is better than
its Signal-RB performance. Numerical simulation results are also
given. The performance difference between the simulation and exper-
imental results is due to the fact that the response of the receiver used
in simulation was an ideal 3rd order Bessel function; but the receiver
used in experiment was not ideal. This accounts for the difference
between the simulation and experimental results, particularly at low
OSRNR cases. However, the trend of the simulation result agrees with
the experimental results.

Fig. 4 shows the experimental optical spectra of the Carrier-RB,
upstream data and Signal-RB. The power levels of the three optical
spectra are not the same, since their relative powers depend on the
OSRNR used. We are interested to observe at the center wavelength,
where the spectrum overlap between Carrier-RB and the upstream
signal is obviously reduced due to the CS-SSB modulation. Since
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Fig. 4. Experimental optical spectra of upstream signal, carrier-RB, and signal-RB.
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Fig. 5. Proposed LR-PON using CS-SSB-NRZ modulation. TBF: tuneable bandpass filter, VOA: variable optical attenuator, OC: optical circulator, PS: phase shifter, MOD1: dual-arm
MZM, MOD2: single-arm MZM.

Fig. 6. Optical spectra. Solid line is for uplink CS-SSB-NRZ signal. Dashed line is for CW
carrier.
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we are measured using an optically pre-amplified Rx, the higher
harmonics in the upstream and Signal-RB signals are filtered by the
AWG. The interferometric noise was dramatically improved due to the
reduced spectrum overlap. The optical spectrum of the Signal-RB is
broadened due to the double modulation. We can observe that the
center wavelength component rise in the Signal-RB, hence producing
higher beat noise than that of the Carrier-RB.

3. Transmission performances

Fig. 5 shows the experimental setup of the fully passive LR-PON
using CS-SSB-NRZ modulation. A DFB laser set at 1549.8 nm (f0) was
used as a CW source. The CW carrier was transmitted through a SMF
towards the CS-SSB-NRZ modulator inside the ONU, via an AWG
(Gaussian shaped, 3-dB width of 50 GHz). There is no active
component between the HO and the ONU, and the LR-PON is fully
passive. In the colorless ONU, a loop-back configuration was achieved
by an OC. Our proposed SSB-NRZ modulation consisted of a dual-arm
MZM (MOD1) and a single-arm MZM (MOD2). The dual-arm MZM
was driven in-phase and quadrature-phase by an electrical sinusoidal
signal at frequency fs generated by a RF signal synthesizer. An EDFA
(Saturated power=23 dBm, noise figure=5 dB) were used in the
ONU to compensate the losses of the fiber transmission and the
modulators. The generated CS-SSB-NRZ carrier was then encoded by
the MOD2 with a 2.5 Gb/s NRZ data at PRBS 231-1. The uplink signal
was then sent back to the HO through the same SMF. An optically pre-
amplified Rx at the HO, consisted of an EDFA, a TBF (3-dB width of
50 GHz) and a PIN photodiode (bandwidth of 3 GHz), was used to
detect the uplink signal. No dispersion compensation was used in the
experiment.

Fig. 6 shows the optical spectra measured by an optical spectrum
analyzer with resolution of 0.01 nm at transmission of 30 km SMF.
Dashed line is the distributed CW carrier at wavelength of 1548.79 nm
measured at the input of the dual-armMZM (point “A”). Solid line is the
CS-SSB-NRZ modulated uplink signal RF driven at fs=8 GHz measured
at the Rx at the HO. The power ratios between the upper sideband and
the lower sideband and the center wavelength are ~25 dB. Since the RB
tolerance depends on the interferometric beat noise falling within the
Rx bandwidth, the RB tolerance of the CS-SSB-NRZ modulation can be
improved due to the reduced spectral overlap between the uplink signal
and the CW carrier.

Fig. 7 shows the bit error rate (BER) measurements of uplink
CS-SSB-NRZ with fs=8 GHz (case 1) and the NRZ signals (case 2,
without the SSB modulator MOD1) at back-to-back (B2B) and trans-
mission of 30 km, 90 km, respectively, without dispersion compen-
sation. The corresponding eye diagrams are shown in the insets. The
results show that the power penalties between the NRZ and the CS-
SSB-NRZ signals increased when the transmission distance increased.
We observed 3 dB power penalties improvement at the transmission
of 30 km. For LR transmission (90 km), an error-floor appears for the
NRZ case while error-free operation can still be achieved in CS-SSB-
NRZ case, showing the proposed scheme can effectively mitigate RB
noise in carrier-distributed networks, particularly in LR-PON.

image of Fig.�6
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Fig. 8. BER performances of different RF frequency fs versus Rx received power at
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Fig. 7. BER measurements of the upstream traditional NRZ (case 1) and CS-SSB-NRZ
(case 2) signals. Insets: eye diagrams of (a) case 1 at back-to-back (B2B) transmission,
(b) case 1 after 30 km transmission, (c) case 1 after 90 km transmission, (d) case 2 after
30 km transmission, (e) case 2 after 90 km transmission.
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Fig. 8 shows the BER performances of the CS-SSB-NRZ signals at
different fs versus Rx received powers (30 km transmission case). We
also tested at fs=9 GHz, and its performance is nearly the same as that
of fs=8 GHz. The result shows that the RB performance of the CS-SSB-
NRZ improves when fs increases (due to the reduced spectral overlap
between the CW carrier and the uplink signal), and saturates at about
fs=8 GHz. This is limited by the bandwidth of the dual-arm MZM
(10 GHz).Webelieve that the data rate and the BER performance can be
further improved if larger bandwidth modulator is available.
4. Conclusion

RB is identified as one of the most critical impairments in a carrier
distributed PON. Previously we proposed and demonstrated that using
CSS-AMPSK modulation may be useful to mitigate the RB noise.
However, this modulation is basically a CS-DSB format, in which half
of the power is wasted in one of the sideband. This is not very power-
efficient for PON. Here, we further extended our RB studies by using CS-
SSB-NRZmodulation.We experimentally characterized the CS-SSB-NRZ
modulationwhen subjected to both contributions of RB: Carrier-RB and
Signal-RB. Results showed that the CS-SSB-NRZ modulation had 6 dB
and 3.5 dB OSRNR improvement in Carrier-RB and Signal-RB respec-
tively over conventional NRZ signal. Numerical simulations were
performed with good match. Finally, an upstream transmission
experiment was performed using CS-SSB-NRZ modulation. We ob-
served 3 dB power penalties improvement after 30 km of SMF
transmission. For LR transmission (90 km), an error-floor appeared at
the conventional NRZ case while error-free operation can still be
achieved in CS-SSB-NRZ signal, showing the proposed scheme can
effectively mitigate RB noise in carrier-distributed PON. The RB
performance of the SSB-NRZ signals transmitted at different distances
and driven at different radio-frequency (RF) fs is also investigated.
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